‘LA PINTA’
At the heart of your Galápagos experience is
a vessel built for adventure, ‘La Pinta.’ Cruise
the islands and discover the wonders of this
incredible region, returning each afternoon
for leisurely lunches and each night to your
comfortable, spacious cabin.
SHIP DETAILS AT A GLANCE
›› 24 outside cabins, with large windows and
ocean views, located on the Upper Deck
›› Includes four triple cabins able to
accommodate a third guest under 12 years
of age
›› Menus, created by a Cordon Bleu-trained
chef, featuring fine Ecuadorian dishes and
international cuisine
›› Sea kayaks and a glass-bottom boat
available on board for independent
exploration

Exploring the wilds of the Galápagos aboard the sturdy ‘La Pinta’
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STYLISH YET CASUAL DINING
Dining on board is a stylish affair, with
menus featuring international cuisine and
celebrated Ecuadorian dishes. Aboard ‘La
Pinta,’ fine dining doesn’t mean formal.
You need not pack anything dressier than
smart-casual wear, and many meals may
be enjoyed al fresco in the Observation
Lounge & Bar.
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BUILT FOR EXPLORATION
‘La Pinta’ combines the amenities of a
first-class yacht with the skilled personnel
of an expedition vessel. At 207 feet long,
she carries just 48 guests in 24 spacious
cabins. That means more room to stretch
out. A small-group size also ensures better
service, with 28 crew members, three
Galápagos-certified naturalist guides and
an A&K Resident Tour Director at your
service throughout your voyage.
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STABLE & ECO-FRIENDLY
When not on shore expeditions, guests are
free to wander ‘La Pinta’s’ relaxed public
spaces, including the Outside Sky Bar on
the Boat Deck, perfect for a chat with your
guides. The ship itself is small enough to
nimbly navigate the Galápagos waters but
large enough to ensure the safety of guests.

A comfortable, spacious Luxury Cabin

The Dining Room on ‘La Pinta’
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